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Abstract—The essential dielectric properties, the basic align-
ment techniques, and the common measurement methods of
the nematic liquid crystal (LC) at RF are briefly reviewed. A
new device for the broadband measurement of the dielectric
constants and loss tangents of nematic LCs at microwave and
millimeter-wave frequencies is presented. This device whose spec-
ification and fabrication are outlined is essentially a two dielectric
layer microstrip structure with coplanar-waveguide terminals,
which is easy to fabricate. Compared to previous structures,
the proposed device is extremely broadband with 15–65-GHz
bandwidth, benefits from a solid exposed ground plane for easy
temperature test, and operates under bias voltage. The technique
for the extraction of the dielectric parameters of the nematic LC
analyzed by this device is explained and the sources imposing
the frequency limits on the device performance are identified.
Two different nematic LCs, MDA-00-3506 and GT3-23001, are
characterized and the results are shown to compare well with
those available in the literature. In the comparisons, the maximum
difference found for the dielectric constants for MDA-00-3506 is
5% and for GT3-23001 is 5.3%.
Index Terms—Dielectricmeasurement, liquid crystals (LCs), mi-

crostrip lines, millimeter-wave tunable devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

D UE TO its voltage tunable dielectric [1]–[3], the nematic
(rod type) liquid crystal (LC) has attracted the attention of

researchers in the RF field and is used to develop voltage-con-
trolled tunable devices at microwave and millimeter-wave fre-
quencies [4]. Some of the LC-based devices investigated so far
include variable phase shifters, tunable patch antennas, reflect
arrays, beam-steering antennas, and tunable resonators and fil-
ters [5]–[13].
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These devices use different nematic LCs, which, amongst the
broad range of LCs available, have simple structures and behav-
iors. Nematic LCs are relatively cheap, respond to low voltages,
and are highly linear under large RF fields [14]. These proper-
ties allow nematic LCs to offer various advantages over ferro-
electrics and piezoelectrics [15], [16] in many RF applications
in spite of their slower response time.
The molecules of the nematic LC have no positional reg-

ularity, but they possess a long-range orientational order. An
order tensor is defined for the macroscopic ordering, rep-
resenting the local orientation of the molecules through the
director, , and the ordering degree [1]–[3]. The permittivity
of nematic LCs is defined by a uniaxial second-rank tensor, ,
whose principal elements and are permittivities parallel
and normal to [3]. Therefore, if for a bias electric field at a
position in the LC the unit vector is along the -axis, the
electric flux density, , and the electric field, , at that point
are related through

(1)

From (1), it is inferred that is the permittivity for the com-
ponent of parallel to and is the permittivity for the
component perpendicular to . These principal elements of
can be complex quantities accounting for dielectric losses. By
changing the strength of the bias field, rotates, the values of
all the elements of change and varies, thus the nematic LC
offers dielectric tunability.
Normally, and in (1) are functions of frequency. At dc

and low frequencies they have large values, whereas at RF in-
cluding microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies, they ap-
proach (smaller) constant values. The most important factors
influencing the choice of an LC for a particular RF application
are the dielectric anisotropy ( ), the dielec-
tric losses (loss tangents and ), the switching
voltage threshold, and the transition voltage [1]–[3]. The values
for the anisotropy and the losses are of utmost importance as the
first one directly controls the range of tunability of an LC-based
device, and the second, its RF power dissipation.
The resonant and the broadband transmission line methods

have been used to obtain the dielectric properties of nematic LCs
at RF. Although it offers high sensitivity, the resonant method is
applicable at single frequencies and it is difficult for extracting
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the loss tangents accurately [17]–[19]. The broadband trans-
mission line method is normally the preferred option. Some
broadband methods employ coaxial lines [20] as the test de-
vice, while others employ rectangular waveguides [21]. In [17],
[20], and [21], a strong magnetic field is employed to align the
LC molecules in two orthogonal directions. However, it is more
practical for circuit applications to use the electric field (pro-
duced by low voltages) to bias the nematic LC, as mentioned in
the resonant methods in [18] and [19].
In [22], a broadband method is proposed using a planar trans-

mission line. One of its advantages is the control of the align-
ment of the LC molecules through the bias voltage directly ap-
plied to the LC under test. As in the resonant methods in [18]
and [19], the method in [22] requires initial aligning of LC
molecules in the test device. The alignment is achieved by ap-
propriate treatment of boundary surfaces (mainly electrodes) of
the test device so that at no bias voltage the director ( ) is in the
direction of wave propagation, governed by the surface treat-
ment. This default (or preferred) alignment can be realized by
coating the boundary surfaces with a thin polyimide layer, fol-
lowed by annealing and rubbing the layer [23]. Upon the ap-
plication of an external bias voltage across electrodes, the di-
rector aligns in a direction minimizing the free energy of the
system. Essentially, this induced alignment is not in the direc-
tion of the biasing field. Nevertheless, applying a sufficiently
large bias voltage, the director in the bulk of the LC layer turns
completely along the bias field (if ). The evaluation
of the field of the director ( ) can be done by the free-energy
expression from the Oseen–Frank theory [3], [24], which re-
quires dc (or very low frequency) values of and repre-
sented by and , respectively, and elastic constants ,

, and of the LC. These parameters, normally provided
by LC manufacturers, are important in the accurate and reliable
design of LC-based RF devices.
The test device in [22] was demonstrated to be suitable for

measuring the dielectric properties of nematic LCs from 30 to
60 GHz. However, for frequencies above 60 GHz, the device
was found to be undesirable owing to its high conductor and
surface wave radiation losses. The fabrication of the device is
also complex as it consists of a three-layer structure with six
via holes of which two are vertical vias connecting the input/
output to the LC cell arranged in the form of a microstrip line.
Furthermore, as the ground plane in that device is between two
dielectric layers, the test for the variation of the LC parameters
with temperature requires a small enclosed environment, which
is difficult to achieve using a probe-station.
To alleviate the problems with the device in [22], a new test

device is presented in this paper (Fig. 1). It has a 20-GHz wider
band, it has a very simple structure, it can be manufactured in
large volumes at low cost, and for this reason, it can be discarded
after use. Also due to this property, LC laboratories that have no
access to microwave/millimeter-wave measurement equipment,
can fill the new test device with their LCs and send their samples
to a measurement facility for characterization. The new device
has a two-layer microstrip structure with exposed ground plane
and via-holes to the ground only. In this device, the LC section
(cell) is a fixed length suspended microstrip line embracing the
LC layer for evaluation. The surfaces of the ground plane and

Fig. 1. LC test device. (a) Perspective view. (b) Longitudinal cross-sectional
view. (c) CPW-microstrip line transition. (d) Fabricated prototype. The bias
voltage is applied through one of the RF ports using a bias tee.

the strip line are preconditioned, and hence, the LC molecules
can be re-oriented by applying a bias voltage to the cell. Each
terminal of the cell is integrated with a broadband coplanar
waveguide (CPW) to microstrip-line transitions. Through any
of these two identical transitions, the bias voltage can be con-
veniently applied using a bias tee, and when the CPWs on the
device are made compatible with the CPW probe on the probe
stations, the S-parameters (scattering parameters) for the LC cell
can be accurately determined. The new device is simple to fab-
ricate and since it has very thin dielectric layers and no via-holes
on the main strip line, it has lower return losses as well as lower
surface wave radiation losses. The proposed test device allows
the evaluation of electrical parameters of nematic LCs within
the broad band of 15–65 GHz.
This paper is organized into six sections. In Section II, the

structure and the parameters of the new test device are intro-
duced. In Section III, the technique for de-embedding the ef-
fects of the CPW–microstrip transitions from the measurements
is outlined and then frequency limits of the device and relevant
results for comparison purposes by prospective users are pre-
sented. In Section IV, measurement results of dielectric con-
stants and loss tangents for two nematic LCs, namely, MDA-
00-3506 and GT3-23001, using the proposed test device are pre-
sented and analyzed. In Section V, an uncertainty analysis for
the technique is outlined.

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND PARAMETERS

The schematic of the new broadband planar LC test device
for the characterization of the nematic LC is shown in Fig. 1.
It comprises the LC cell formed between the conducting strip
and the ground plane of the suspended microstrip line [see
Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. The two ends of the microstrip line [see
Fig. 1(a)] extend into two broadband CPW-microstrip line
transitions [see Fig. 1(c)]. The arrangement permits accurate
measurement of the S-parameters of the device through CPW
probes on a probe-station (Fig. 2) as a bias voltage is applied
via one of the probes connected to an appropriate broadband
bias tee.
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Fig. 2. Photographs of the: (a) complete measurement setup and (b) filled LC
test device on the probe station chuck.

The dielectric layers in the two-layer LC test device (Fig. 1)
have m and . The LC layer formed be-
tween the two transitions has a length of m. The
dimensions of the patterned conductor in each transition are

m, m, m, m,
m, m, m, and m.

is approximately equal to (guide wavelength) in the di-
electric layers at 65 GHz and around at 15 GHz. The CPW
terminals are designed to be 50 , matching the impedance of
the CPW probes on the probe stations. The width ( ) and
the thickness ( ) of the LC section (cell) is selected to meet
condition . This condition warrants that the electric
field at the strip edges contributes little to the capacitance be-
tween the strip and the ground plane. This effect is an advan-
tage in this case because at the bias voltages of 0 V and the
fully switch-on voltage, , of the LC, the measured effective
dielectric constants of the LC cell approximately represent the
values of and , as explained later. Increasing and of
the top substrate increases the effect of the field at the electrode
edges, widening the difference between the measured effective
permittivities and the values of and . However, more ac-
curate values can be extracted using a finite-element computer
program developed by the authors [25].
Standard photolithography is used to fabricate the test device.

The top dielectric layer (superstrate) on which the strip is etched

and the supporting dielectric layer on which the transition con-
ductors are patterned are Rogers 4350B substrate (Rogers Cor-
poration, Rogers, CT, USA). As mentioned in Section I, the pre-
conditioning of the faces of the LC cell is necessary. To this
end, the superstrate on its strip face and the ground plane facing
the LC are spin-coated with a thin passivation layer of poly-
imide to make these surfaces plane and smooth to submicrom-
eter level.With the aid of a rubbingmachine, the polyimide-cov-
ered surfaces, touching the LC under test, are rubbed longitudi-
nally (along the microstrip line) and in an antiparallel manner
[23]. This rubbing process generates lined groves of depths of a
few nanometers. This standard preconditioning of the surfaces
provides the LC molecules in the test device with correct align-
ment and anchoring along the groves in the absence of the bias
voltage (0 V). At a sufficiently high bias voltage ( ) the di-
rectors under the microstrip line, preconditioned parallel to the
longitudinal direction, effectively turn into perpendicular direc-
tion to the strip. For the prototype devices, silver epoxy paste
is used to make contact between the main ground plane and the
CPW grounds [see Fig. 1(d)] and to connect themicrostrip in the
LC cell to the transition middle strip. It was found by the simula-
tion and measurement that the silver epoxy paste protruding out
by an extra 20 m from the CPW ground connection level had
little effect on the measurements. With careful fabrication the
bulging of the paste is much less and is around a few microm-
eters. As regards the connection between the transition center
strip and microstrip line, a semi-circle is patterned at the end of
each line so that when the ends of the two lines touch each other
an empty circle is formed [see Fig. 1(c)]. This circle is carefully
filled with epoxy. To experiment the possibility of spillage of
silver epoxy to the surrounding area, a glass plate was used as
the superstrate in a test cell and we observed that with some care
in the fabrication no silver epoxy leaked out of the circle. With
the aid of registration holes, the prepared dielectric layers and
the ground plane are assembled. The device is filled with the
LC under test using a fine syringe through the gap on the side
of the device shown in Fig. 1(b). The large air-escape gap in the
opposite side of the device [see Fig. 1(a)] disperses and elim-
inates any possible air bubbles during the filling process. Fur-
thermore, any bubbles near or under the electrodes (strip and
ground plane) can be readily detected by the time-domain re-
flectometry (TDR) technique available on many modern vector
network analyzers (VNAs). We have tried this and no bubbles
have been detected. The procedure has also been found to give
bubble-free filling on a test cell with a glass plate instead of the
ground plane, used to verify the alignment and the production
of bubbles.

III. S-PARAMETERS OF TRANSITIONS

Having the S-parameters of the LC cell leads to determination
of the electrical properties of the LC under test. However, the
measurement of S-parameters of the test device involves those
of the two identical CPW to microstrip line transitions and the
cell (Fig. 1). To de-embed the contributions of the transitions
from the measurement of the device, their S-parameters need
to be determined. For this purpose, after appropriate modifica-
tions, the two-tier thru-line (TL) technique introduced in [26]
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and [27] is applied. In this technique, the thru and line stan-
dards are needed. These symmetrical standards have transitions
exactly the same as those in the test device. The thru standard
is realized by arranging the transitions back to back and the line
standard by patterning a length ( ) of the microstrip line between
the two back-to-back transitions.
The transmission matrices and of the thru and

the line can therefore be stated as

(2a)
(2b)

where and its reverse denote the transmis-
sion matrices for the two identical transitions as in Fig. 1(c) in
forward and reverse order, and is the transmission ma-
trix for the length ( ) of the microstrip line. These matrices are
given by

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

where , , and denote the S-parameters of the transi-
tions and is the complex propagation constant of
the wave in the delay section. Of course (3) is correct as long as
the losses are assumed small, the transitions identical, and the
standards reciprocal.
The thru and line transmission matrices in (2) can be ex-

pressed in terms of the S-parameters of the two symmetrical
standards ( and for the thru and and for the line stan-
dard) as follows:

(4a)

(4b)

The thru and line standards are assumed to have port imped-
ances matched to the VNA ports, and hence, and as well
as and are the reflection and transmission coefficients mea-
sured. Using (2)–(4), , , and of the transitions can be
determined [26], [27],

(5a)

(5b)

(5c)

As defined earlier, is found by using (3) in (2),

(6a)

(6b)

Fig. 3. Measured and simulated transmission and return losses of the: (a) thru
and (b) line (1-mm line) standards for two fabricated sets.

where .
Using the aforementioned two-tier de-embedding technique,

the scattering parameters of the identical transitions in the test
device (Fig. 1) specified in Section II were obtained. To this end,
first the thru and line standards having transitions with the same
physical and electrical specifications as those in the LC test de-
vice were fabricated. For the line standard, the delay length se-
lected is mm. The measurement system is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows the transmission and reflection coefficients

(S-parameters in this case) over a wide range of frequencies for
two fabricated sets S1 and S2 of the thru and line standards, ob-
tained by measurements and by CST Microwave Studio Suite
2014 software (CST GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). The reason
for the two sets is to test the repeatability of the design and
fabrication. Generally, the simulations and experiments appear
to be in good agreement. Some discrepancies observed between
the measurement and simulation results are attributable to
the production process and shortcomings of the simulation
software.
Equation (5) is then applied to both measured and simu-

lated results shown in Fig. 3 of the thru and line standards.
In the process, all the necessary equations were implemented
in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) taking care of
magnitude and phase values. The extracted S-parameters of the
single transition obtained from the two sets of measurements
and simulation data are shown in Fig. 4. Although they are
generally in good agreement, it was observed that measured

had less good agreement for frequencies smaller than
15 GHz. After careful examination of the technique, this is
attributed to the measurement error. In fact, at low frequencies,
the behavior of the thru standard (with zero delay line) and
line standard (with mm delay line) are similar as seen in
Fig. 3, and hence, slight VNA errors in the measurement of their
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Fig. 4. S-parameters of the transition extracted from measurements and
simulations (Fig. 3) for two fabricated sets: (a) magnitude and phase and
(b) magnitude and phase.

S-parameters would affect the accuracy of the S-parameters
extracted for the transition at low frequencies.
To further verify the accuracy of the two-tier de-em-

bedding technique in practice, the effective dielectric con-
stant, , and the effective loss tangent,

[28], of the delay section
were also computed using (6) in conjunction with the measure-
ment data for the two sets of the thru and line in Fig. 3 and they
are shown in Fig. 5 along with those from the simulation. In
the preceding expressions, is the free-space wavelength and

is the attenuation due to the electrodes
in which the surface resistivity . Since the
electrodes (ground plane and the strip conductor) are copper,

S m. For the surface roughness coefficient, ,
the assumption is used where accurate expression
for is developed and reported in [29] and [30]. In this
work, the root mean square (rms) height of the rough surface
profile of the copper on Rogers 4350B substrate is assumed

m as also verified by an atomic force micro-
scope (AFM), following [22]. This value is considered in the
expression for . As can be deduced from Fig. 5(a), if a
maximum error of 2.5% is acceptable (which is of the order
of the calibration error of VNAs), averages at 3.6 over
frequencies above 15 GHz for the experimental results. This
obtained value is very close to the true value of the dielectric
constant (3.66) of the Rogers substrate used in the structure
including in the delay section. The close agreement is due to

specified for the delay section, rendering
as the fringing field is small. Below 15 GHz, the error of the
experimental results is higher than 2.5%. Therefore, for
practical purposes, the low-frequency limit of the transition
is set at 15 GHz. Considering in Fig. 5(b), both the
simulation and measurement agree within the wide band of

Fig. 5. Measured and simulated: (a) and (b) of the delay section
for two fabricated sets of the (1-mm long) line standard.

15–65 GHz and are close to quoted for the
Rogers substrate. The high-frequency limit of the transition is
set by the effects of losses as (2)–(6) are derived for a low-loss
structure considering a complex with a small real part. For
the considered transition, it is set at 65 GHz as the theoretical
and experimental results in Fig. 5 are in good agreement with
the values in the data sheet of the Roger substrate, at least,
to 65 GHz. The frequency limits specified for the transition
is approximately valid for the test device (Fig. 1) too, as the
transitions in the device are the main contributors to the losses
(especially to radiation losses) at high frequencies and to
measurement errors at low frequencies, as explained earlier.

IV. EXTRACTING DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF LC

A. Extraction Technique

Considering that the LC test device comprises the LC cell,
two transitions and two discontinuities between the transitions
and the LC cell, its overall transmission matrix can be expressed
by the following chain transmission matrix [22]:

(7)

In (7), is determined from the measurement of the S-pa-
rameters of the device at each bias voltage, and

are known (as they are extracted by the TL tech-
nique; Section III), and the transmission matrix for the LC cell
is similar to that in (3),

(8)

where is defined as the effective complex
propagation constant of the wave in the filled LC cell. The trans-
mission matrix and its reverse form represent the
discontinuities on the two ends of the LC cell and their approx-
imate expressions can be found using [28]

(9a)

(9b)
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where is defined by (6). In (9), corresponding to
represents the wave phase constant in the LC layer. It is impor-
tant to note that the effective dielectric constant, , of the
LC section varies as the cell is biased between 0 V and and
it meets the condition because the effects
of fringing fields in this device is negligible.
For the two limiting cases of interest, the unswitched LC (bias

voltage V) and fully switched LC ( ),
and , respectively (considering preconditioned align-
ment of LC parallel to the wave propagation). For these cases,
(9) is accurate ignoring small energy storage near the disconti-
nuities; which indeed is negligible as the dielectric constant of
the substrate of the transitions is close to the typical dielectric
constant of nematic LCs.
After the de-embedding of the transitions, (7) leads to

(10)

Considering low-loss LC materials, a program in MATLAB
has been developed to solve (10) numerically using an iterative
method (Newton–Raphson available in MATLAB) at each bias
voltage to obtain the corresponding and . Hence, the ef-
fective dielectric constant [28] of the LC is

(11)

The attenuation constant, , includes the effect of LC
losses, top layer dielectric losses, conductor losses, and any
radiation losses from the LC cell. To isolate the losses arising
from the LC alone, the LC test device was first measured with
an empty LC cavity (filled with air, ). The
(indicating the attenuation due to radiation and superstrate)
of the air-filled cell where is the attenuation due to the
conductor losses in the empty LC cavity, is then subtracted
from (denoting the attenuation due to LC, radi-
ation, and superstrate), where is the conductor losses
in the LC-filled cavity, to find (with a good approximation) the
effective attenuation due to LC,

(12)

To derive (12), the attenuation due to conductor losses of the
microstrip line in the LC section (cell) is assumed to be given
by ; as indicated in the last paragraph
of Section III. For the air-filled case, , and for the
LC-filled case, . Expression (12) would provide
a more accurate assessment of the dielectric losses of the LC
under test as compared with [22]. In view of (12),
of the LC at different bias voltages can be obtained using [28],

(13)

B. Verification of Extraction Technique

Fig. 6(a) shows the effective dielectric constant ( ) ob-
tained from (11) when the LC test device was measured air
filled. The extracted dielectric constant is close to 1 with the

Fig. 6. (a) Dielectric constant and (b) attenuation constant due to conductors
of the air-filled LC cell.

Fig. 7. (a) Dielectric constant and (b) loss tangent of LC cell containing Iso-
propanol; Pub. data from [31] and Meas. data from this work.

maximum variation of 0.07 [see Fig. 6(a)]. Since the LC cell
was air filled, the expected extracted permittivity value was
1, and hence, the value in Fig. 6(a) confirms the accuracy of
the presented method. However, for the whole bandwidth of
the device (15–65 GHz), the extracted permittivity generally
stays slightly above 1 (maximum of 7%). The reason for this
is the presence of the thin polyimide film on both the microstrip
and ground conductors, which increases the overall permittivity.
Fig. 6(b) shows the attenuation constant due to conductors for
the air-filled LC cell. As expected, this attenuation increases
with the frequency.
To demonstrate a further evidence that the analysis assump-

tions are correct, the dielectric constant and the loss tangent of
Isopropanol were measured using the test device. The reason
for the choice is the existence of reliable electrical data on this
material [31]. In [31], the complex permittivity of Isopropanol
over the frequency range of 1–32GHz is reported. The dielectric
constant and the loss tangent of Isopropanol extracted using the
new test device together with those obtained from [31, Fig. 2]
are shown in Fig. 7 over the frequency range of 5–65 GHz. As
seen in the figure, the two sets of results are in very good agree-
ment over the common measurement bandwidth of 15–32 GHz,
and in fact, the maximum deviation between the corresponding
results for the dielectric constant is 4.3% and for the loss tangent
is 6.8%, as compared to the data from [31]. Considering Fig. 7,
an extrapolation based on the set of results from [31] to frequen-
cies beyond 32 GHz would predict that the dielectric constant
and loss tangent of Isopropanol would vary slightly with fre-
quency, and indeed this is in accord with the measured values
from the present work.
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Fig. 8. Measured S-parameters of test device containing MDA-00-3506 at two
bias voltages (in rms): (a) mag. and phase and (b) mag. and phase.

C. Extraction of Electrical Parameters of Two LCs

Next, the test device (having approximately 50- CPW ter-
minations over the bandwidth) was used to determine the dielec-
tric properties of two different LCs, namely, MDA-00-3506 and
GT3-23001. The latter has been specifically developed for RF
applications [4]. The filled LC cell in the test device was biased
using a low-frequency ac voltage (70 Hz) through a wideband
bias tee inserted in line with one of the CPW probes in the probe
station. In LCs, both dc and ac can be used for the bias voltage,
but the ac voltage ensures that the ions are not formed in the
LC [19]. The bias voltage was changed through 0–10 V in am-
plitude (0–7.07 Vrms) for MDA-00-3506 and through 0–20 V
(0–14.14 Vrms) for GT3-23001. The latter LC requires higher
voltage ( ) to fully switch directors. The S-parameters of the
test devices filled with the two LCs were measured for each bias
voltage selected. As an example, the measured scattering pa-
rameters of the test device filled with MDA-00-3506 are shown
in Fig. 8. In particular, Fig. 8(b) shows that the insertion loss
reduces by stepping up the bias voltage from 0 to 7.07 V, im-
plying that the dielectric losses associated with should be
smaller, i.e., . It should be noted that the
change of the voltage changes the director direction from the
default state (being in the direction parallel to electrodes along
the wave propagation) to a nonuniform distribution largely per-
pendicular to the electrodes. A computer modeling [25] devel-
oped by the authors clearly shows this behavior for GT3-23001
(Fig. 9). The transmission phase on the other hand [see Fig. 8(b)]
shows that the phase (delay) increases with the bias voltage,
meaning . These effects are generally expected with
certain nematic LC materials [1]–[4].
Using (10)–(13), , and of the MDA-

00-3506 and GT3-23001 were extracted from the measured
S-parameters (e.g., Fig. 8) of their test devices and are shown

Fig. 9. Computer modeling of director orientation in the cross section of LC
cell [see Fig. 1(a)] for GT3-23001 at: (a) 0 V (unswitched state) and (b) 10.6 V
(switched state) for the longitudinal alignment. Dots ( ) show director ends and
bars (–) show turned directors. Color of the director indicates the tilt while the
potential distribution is shown with contour lines.

Fig. 10. Effective relative permittivities of LC cell versus bias voltage (in rms)
at 65 GHz for: (a) MDA-00-3506 and (b) GT3-23001.

in Figs. 10–12. In Fig. 10, the switching and the change of
with the bias voltage at a particular frequency (65 GHz)

is clearly seen for the two LCs. The measured includes
the effects of the bias voltage and the top substrate (superstrate)
on the local dielectric property [or equivalently, the local
director (Fig. 9)]. However, the effect of the superstrate is
little, as is selected (causing electric field lines to
accommodate highly between the strip width and the ground
plane). As Fig. 10 shows, the LC cell has a threshold voltage,

, above which the reorientation of the LC molecules takes
place. relies on the ratio of elastic constant, , to .
For MDA-00-3506, Fig. 10(a), V and above that there
is a sharp rise in until the fully switch-on bias voltage
of V is reached. Above 2.8 V, the LC is almost
fully reoriented and thus it exhibits little increase in
( 3%). The threshold voltage for GT3-23001 [see Fig. 10(b)]
is considerably higher and is V. The LC reaches its
fully switch-on point at V [see Fig. 10(b)]. Above
this voltage, a further increase in is marginal ( 3%).
Considering the mixed dielectric structure of the device (Fig. 1)
and the nonuniform director distribution when the bias voltage
is applied (Fig. 9), it is not difficult to understand that the actual

of the LC under test will necessarily be slightly higher than
obtained at the fully switch-on (or higher) voltages

while the actual of the LC would be quite close to
measured at 0 V since in that case the LC is uniformly aligned
along the guide axis. For MDA-00-3506, this can be verified
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Fig. 11. Effective: (a) dielectric constants and (b) loss tangents of LC cell con-
taining MDA-00-3506 versus frequency at three bias voltages (in rms).

by comparing the results in Fig. 10(a) with values of and
in [22, Table III] given for 60 GHz.

For clarity, Figs. 11 and 12 are plotted for three different
bias voltages over the frequency limits of the test device,
15–65 GHz. At 0-V bias, the LC cell is at the switch-off
(default) state, and hence, and of the cell
approximately equals and of the LC, while at
rms voltages 7.07 V (for MDA-00-3506) and 10.6 V (for
GT3-23001), the LC cells are in an acceptable switched state
and and of the cell are approximately
and of the LC.
When and inferred from Fig. 11(a) for MDA-00-

3506 are compared with their accurate values in [22, Table III]
at 60 GHz, the errors in the present approximate evaluations
appears not to be more than 5% for and 1% for , well
within measurement uncertainties, as explained in Section V.
Considering Fig. 11(b), follows the expected trend
and decreases with frequency and bias voltage. When these re-
sults are compared with those in [22], the extracted
in the present case has lower values by as much as a factor of 2.2.
This is attributed to the effect of conductor and radiation losses
eliminated from the final calculations in the present case (as ex-
plained earlier), and therefore, for the default and
switch-on states provides closer estimates to the actual
and of the LC. It should be noted that the present test
device and method characterize the nematic LCs within a band-
width of 15–65 GHz as compared to 30–60 GHz reported in
[22], and therefore, provide an additional 20 GHz of LC char-
acterization data, eliminating the need for different test devices
with different bandwidths.
Fig. 12 shows the extracted effective dielectric constants and

dielectric losses for GT3-23001. This LC is relatively new, and
therefore, this is the first time that such a broadband charac-
terization is conducted on GT3-23001. However, some specific
characterizations of GT3-23001 using resonator, frequency-se-
lective-surface, and coaxial-line techniques are covered in [12],
[32], and [33]. Especially, based on the resonator technique, re-
ported in [12] are values of , , , and of
GT3-23001 at 19 GHz and 1 kHz. Comparing and from
[12] with the present measured at the default (0 V) and
switch-on (10.6 V) states at 19 GHz, Fig. 12(a), respectively, it
is revealed that the maximum difference between the two sets
of data is 0.15 (corresponding to an average error of 5.3%). As
mentioned earlier, the measured effective dielectric constants at

Fig. 12. Effective: (a) dielectric constants and (b) loss tangents of LC cell con-
taining GT3-23001 versus frequency at three bias voltages (in rms).

the two limiting voltages are close approximations to the actual
and . However, for this case, the optimization technique

introduced in [25] was applied to the extracted effective dielec-
tric constants to improve the accuracy. The improved values
were found to be within the 4% of those reported by the res-
onance technique at 19 GHz [12].
Examining the dielectric losses of GT3-23001 [see

Fig. 12(b)], some interesting results can be seen. As expected,
the losses of this LC decrease with frequency. However, be-
yond 51 GHz, while the LC losses fall with the frequency,
the losses at high bias voltage associated with is higher
than the loss at the low bias voltage associated with . Since
normally for nematic LCs, this anomaly
may be either due to the relaxation effects in the LC [1] or to
the chemical formulation of GT3-23001. The present extracted
loss tangents of GT3-23001 differs from those reported in [12]
at 19 GHz by a factor of 3.8 for and 10 for .
For this reason and as a further check, the dielectric losses of
GT3-23001 were re-evaluated using a different LC test device
reported in [22] by which several LCs characterized previously
accurately. This trial revealed that the results extracted by the
present device and that in [22] were of good match and the
measured losses by the device in [22] showed a similar anomaly
as seen in Fig. 12(b).

V. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The main errors originate from fabrication limitations and
measurement system. Considering the fabrication of the (iden-
tical) transitions (Sections II and III), the transfer of the con-
ductor patterns of the transitions from the photo-mask to the
substrate using contact photolithography is repeatable to better
than 12- m accuracy in width and length. As the smallest di-
mension of the copper width in the (identical) transitions is

m in Fig. 1, a maximum error of 6.5% can occur
in the conductor patterning. Since each transition involves a
tapered section and the taper performance is generally insen-
sitive to slight variations to its design, the error in the con-
ductor patterning was found to have a small effect on the per-
formance of the (identical) transitions fabricated. However, the
main problem in the fabrication of the measurement standards
including the transitions as well as the fabrication of the LC test
device is in their assembly as there are four vias from the mi-
crostrip ground to CPW ground. These are formed using silver
epoxy paste (Fig. 1). Simulation shows that the silver epoxy
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paste protruding out of the connection holes must be less than
20 m in height. By careful fabrication and with the right skill,
the height can be easily controlled to less than 5 m. Therefore,
in practice, near identical transitions are achievable for the line
and thru standards, as well as for the LC test device.
The measurement system errors are due to the calibration

error of the VNA, which is better than 2.7% over 1–65-GHz
bandwidth for the VNA used in this work, and due to the landing
position error of the probes in the probe station.With ourmanual
probing system, the maximum landing position error is 15 m
for an experienced operator, but with automated probe systems
this error can be much smaller. The CPW terminal ends [see
Fig. 1(a)] on the LC device and on the thru/line standards are
used as the references to position the probes. As the highest mea-
surement frequency is 65 GHz corresponding to m
(as in Section II), the maximum landing position error trans-
lates to about 4 of phase uncertainty in the transmission phase
( ), which is the maximum phase uncertainty over the band
of interest. Therefore, considering that the total transition length
is m (Fig. 1), the worst phase error expected
is less than 1% for a transition.
Fig. 3 shows the measurements of the S-parameters of two

sets (S1 and S2) of the thru and line samples involving eight
(ideally identical) transitions. In this experiment, the VNA was
calibrated separately for each set of samples to exaggerate the
variation of the calibration error. It is clear from Fig. 3 that
the measurements have indeed very close agreement with a
maximum inconsistency of about 11% under and 5% over
the 15-GHz delineation. This trend is also true for those in
Fig. 4 dedicated to the extracted S-parameters of the transition.
When the VNA is calibrated once and both sets of samples are
measured, the agreement is better than 4.5%.
The preceding errors involved in the characterization of the

transition can be reflected in an overall error by considering that
the errors in the fabrication and in the measurement system in-
cluding the VNA calibration error and landing position error
are ultimately manifested in an (upper bound) error in the ex-
traction of the dielectric constant and loss tangent of the known
dielectric substrate used in the structures of the thru and line
standards. As discussed and shown by an example in Section III,
this overall error due to uncertainties in the fabrication and mea-
surement is about 2.5% (5%).
As far as the measurement of the LC test device is concerned,

in addition to the overall error, there would be some uncertainty
owing to the locations of the two discontinuities at the ends of
the LC cell in the device, Section II. This fabrication uncertainty
is about 160 m for the two discontinuities in the worst case.
As the length of the LC cell is long ( m), the max-
imum error committed in the length, affecting (8), is small and
less than 2.3%. One other uncertainty introduced by the fabrica-
tion of the test device is the quality of rubbing, which produces
the nanometer groves in the polyimide treated device surfaces
for anchoring and aligning the LC under test. However, with
modern rubbing machines, this error is almost negligible.
Therefore, assuming a linear summation of the errors due

to the fabrication and measurement, the maximum error in de-
termining the dielectric constant and loss tangent of a nematic

LC should not exceed 7.3% (5% 2.3% from the preceding
analyses). According to our experience, this is a safe, but overes-
timated error and normally the total error observed was around
5% for several LCmeasured, whose dielectric constants and loss
tangents were known. Finally, the device and the measurement
technique are robust, as together they have been successful in
extracting the dielectric constants of several LC and non-LC
materials within the measurement accuracy quantified in this
section over a 15–65-GHz band.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new device for the broadband measurement of the dielec-
tric constants and loss tangents of nematic LCs at microwave
and millimeter-wave frequencies was proposed. This device,
which has a simple microstrip structure, consists of two very
thin dielectric layers to reduce radiation losses and has CPW
terminals for easy measurement by a probe station. The connec-
tion between each terminal and the microstrip line is through
a broadband transition. The specification of the device and its
fabrication were outlined. Compared to previous test devices,
the proposed device is extremely broadband with a practical
bandwidth of 15–65 GHz. It has a solid exposed ground plane
for easy temperature test and it operates under the bias voltage.
A mathematical technique for de-embedding the effects of
the transitions from the device was presented. The extraction
process for obtaining the dielectric parameters of LCs by
this device was then explained. Two different nematic LCs,
MDA-00-3506 and GT3-23001, were characterized and their
measured dielectric constants were found to be within 5% and
5.3% of those available in the literature. As shown in one ex-
ample, the device can also be used for accurate characterization
of normal low-loss liquids.
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